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Abstract
We present a calculation of the masses of the low lying levels of the bottom charmed

meson system, in the framework of the non relativistic potential model approach. We carry
out a comparison with previous calculations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The copious production of b quarks in Z° decays at the Large Electron-Positron (LEP)
collider and in 1.8 TeV proton-antiproton collisions at the Fermilab Tevatron opens for study
the rich spectroscopy of mesons and baryons containing^? and c quarks. A particularly

interesting case is the spectrum of cb states.
The spectrum and properties of the above mentioned states have been calculated various times
in the past in the framework of the potential model approach [1-6]. The recent experimental
observation [7-11] of the :B^ meson has inspired new theoretical interest in the problem. The

cb spectrum has been considered again either from the potential approach [12-16] and from
the lattice simulation point of view [17-18].
In this work, in the framework of the Non Relativistic (NR) potential model approach, we
consider five completely different functional forms of the potential that give reasonable
accounts for bb and cc spectra [19-23]. The parameters of these different models [19-23] are
fitted to actual quarkonium masses [24]. We calculate the masses of the low-lying levels of
the bottom charmed meson system that lie below the threshold for strong decay.

2. POTENTIAL MODELS

We consider five functional forms of the potential [19-23]:

V(r)=ar---U0 (Cornell potential [19]). (1)
r

V{r) = arb -Uo (Martinpotential[20]). (2)

V(r) = gLn(r)-U0 (Logarithmic potential [21]). (3)
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(Ref. [22]). (4.a)

with:

1 "I 1£*7- S'i APS)
(4.b)

UA for R>R0

23rLn[l/rAe>') * ' (Ref.[23]). (5)

a r Uo for R < Ro

12 r

where / = 0.577... , the parameters a and £/< are defined by the continuity of the potential and

its first derivative at Ro, while the scale A is the QCD scale parameter at Leading Order and it

constrained to reproduce the experimental coupling at the Z° mass, with nf = 5 [23].

Some comments are in order about the choice of the above mentioned models. The first one is
the usual and useful Cornell model, the second and the third ones [20-21] are purely
phenomenological models. The fourth model [22] is a QCD inspired model since it
incorporates the Next to Leading Order Coulomb-like term (with four active flavors) at short
distances. Finally, the last one incorporates the Leading Order Coulomb-like term (with five
active flavors) at short distances and a modification of the confining part at short distances.
The parameters of these models are determinate by minimizing the quantity:

2 1 v-5 - A °, J
where j runs over the bb and cc vector meson states that lie below the threshold of strong
decay: Y(ljS), Y(2S), Y(3S), JP¥ and T ' ; <jjrepresents the experimental mass error given by

the PDG data table [24]. In this work, the overall additive constant Uo is not a free parameter.
It is rather fixed by imposing that our set of parameters reproduces the value of the ground
state energy for the p meson with the constituent masses of u and d quarks

mu = md =336 MeV deduced from the well established value of the magnetic moment of the
proton (see Ref. [23]). The result of fit gives the parameter values displayed in Table 1.
Hereafter, the models defined by Eqs. (1-5) together with the corresponding parameters
shown in table 1. will be, respectively, denoted: Model I, Model II, Model III, Model IV and
Model V. '
To be more illustrative about the necessity to adjust the different parameters, see Table 2.,
where the x2 values calculated with the earlier values [20-23] are compared to the present
ones.
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Table 1. Parameters (in GeV units) obtained by fit for the different models with the
corresponding %2. For the model defined by Eq. (5), A is fixed by the experimental value

[24]: ocs[mz
2j= 0.1181. Taking the Leading Order formula for the coupling with five active

flavors gives A = 0.0883457 GeV .
Model

Parameter
values

z2

Form (1) [19]
mb
me

a =

a =

= 5.198784
= 1.816374

= 0.852737

0.19056

0.468458

75.9

Form (2) [20]
mb

me

u.
a =

b =

= 5.170199

= 1.806946

= 9.105147

7.933887

0.0856565

20.3

Form (3) [21]
mb

me

Uo

= 5.176126

= 1.807614

= 1.179800

0.7314325

811.7

Form (4) [22]
mb

me

u0
A =

c =
(7 =

= 5.183906

= 1.813715

= 0.613050

0.3114212

25.300

0.154602

0.07

Form (5) [23]
w6 = 5.188656

we = 1.817406

Uo =0.939971

Ro =2.5802

cr = 0.198616

0.09

Table 2. The %2 values with the present fit compared to the earlier works [20-22].
Model Model II

20.3
Ref. [20]

8798
Model III

811.7
Ref. [21]
133036

Model IV
0.07

Ref. [22]
2402

Our different forms (1-5) of potential are constrained to reproduce the vector meson states.
For pseudo-scalar mesons like the B*c state, it is necessary to consider only the spin-spin part
of the spin dependent potential, and to deal with it as a perturbation improvement [1, 5,14].
Considering a spin-spin term as contact interaction, the rcS-state hyperfine splitting is given
perturbatively by [1, 5, 14]:

a?
(7)

where m,,m2 are the masses of the constituent quarks and WnS(o) the wave function at the
origin, of the considered nS state. In the present work, once the parameters have been fixed by
minimizing the quantity (6), the hyperfine splitting is treated as a perturbation improvement
and the parameter as is constrained to reproduce the JVNP -TJC splitting (see Table 3.).

Table 3. The value of the parameter as constrained to reproduce the JVT -rjc splitting.
Model

ccs

Model I
0.34148

Model II
0.448052

Model III
0.410232

Model IV
0.404601

Model V
0.399936

The vectqr meson masses (n3,?, states) of heavy quarkonia are calculated with the potentials
(1-5) with the parameters defined in Table 1., the pseudo-scalar ones are calculated with the
help of Eq. (7). The different results for bb , ccand cb spectra are displayed, respectively, in
tables 4-6.
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State

1%

1%

2%

2%

3%

3%

Experiment [24]

9460.30±0.26

10023.26 ±0.31

10355.2±0.5

Table 4. Upsilon energies (MeV).
Model I
9331.24

9460.28

9962.77

10020.11

10319.2

10363.46

Model II
9395.59

9460.46

9989.12

10024.78

. 10325.5

10350.86

Model III
9380.24

9449.43

10001.5

1.0036.84

10336.2

10360.27

Model IV
9377.5

9460.32

9982.12

10023.20

10324.1

10355.46

Model V
9376.06

9460.30

9982.96

10023.21

10322.5

10355.5

Table 5. Charmonium energies (MeV).
State

1%

1%

2%

2%

Experiment [24]
2979.8 ±1.8

3096.87+0.04

3685.96 ±0.09

Model I
2979.83

3096.90

3606.86

3685.81

Model II
2979.79

3096.86

3621.71

3686.07

Model III
2980.09

3097.16

3624.84

3684.58

Model IV
2979.81

3096.88

3614.66

3685.97

Model V
2979.81

3096.88

3611.5

3685.97

State

i%
2%

2%

Experiment [7-11]
6400 ±390 ±130

Table 6. Bc

Model I
6252.34

6339.24

6847.46

6899.19

system energies (MeV).
Model II
6250.41

6322.46

6862.62

6902.24

Model III
6247.93

6321.72

6871.48

6909.14

Model IV
6250.62

6328.08

6855.0

6898.45

Model V
6251.04

6329.05

6851.4

6895.08

3. CONCLUSION

In this work, the calculation of the Bc system masses of states that lie below the threshold of

strong decay has been performed in the framework of the NR potential model approach. The
functional forms of the potentials used, in the present paper, are quite different: the Cornell
model [19], two purely phenomenological ones [20-21] (power law and the logarithmic form)
and two QCD inspired forms [22-23]. Despite the different order of magnitude of the
respective x1 value defined for each model (see Table 1.), the results displayed in Table 6.
point towards a model independence of the obtained masses. Averaging the different
predictions, we get the final result for the cb spectrum:

MQ. %

M(I3S,

Af(2 \

6250.5

6328.1

6857.6

6900.8

5
5 MeV

' MeV

MeV

j MeV
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Alexander the Great's dream of unifying the world sparked
the idea of constructing a great library which would gather the
cultures and civilisations of the whole world.

The location of this great library was Alexandria, Egypt, at
the crossroads of the three continents of Asia, Africa and
Europe.

In this historical moment, the Bibliotheca Alexandrina was
built on a site near the famous Lighthouse of Alexandria, one
of the seven wonders of the ancient world.

The Egyptian government and UNESCO are keen on reviving
the role that the Ancient Library of Alexandria played in
advancing knowledge, scholarship and the cultural
development of Egypt and the Mediterranean area.

To this end a new library is being built in Alexandria.
Construction began in 1995 and the inauguration of the
Bibliotheca Alexandrina is due to take place in 1999.

Apart from the main Library,
the complex will include a
Library for the Blind, a
Young People's Library, the
Alexandria Conference
Centre, a Science Museum, a
Planetarium, the International
School of Information Studies
(ISIS), a Calligraphy
Museum, a Restoration and
Conservation Laboratory and
the Hall of Fame.

Objectives:!) The Revival of the Ancient Library of
Alexandria Project aims at building a universal modern public
research library to be a centre of culture, science and
academic research.
2) The Library is to provide both the national and
international communities of scholars and researchers with
unique collections and facilities focusing on Alexandrian,
Egyptian, ancient and medieval civilisations as well as on
contemporary disciplines. The Library shall also have
valuable collections of science and technology resource
materials to help the socio-economic and cultural
development studies on Egypt and the region.



The institution of libraries and archives was known to many ancient
civilisations in Egypt, Mesopotamia, Syria, Asia Minor and Greece;
but all and sundry were of a local and regional nature, primarily
concerned with the conservation of their own respective national >
tradition and heritage.

The idea of a universal library, like that of Alexandria, had to wait for
historic changes that would help to develop a new mental outlook
which could envisage and encompass the whole world.

We owe it primarily to the inquisitive Greek mind, which was
impressed by the achievements of its neighbours and which led many
Greek intellectuals to explore the resources of Oriental knowledge.

This mental attitude among the Greeks,
and the emergence of the concept of a
universal culture, was given full
expression in due course when Alexander
embarked on his global expedition.

We are familiar with a Greek literary
tradition that preserved a vague memory
of eminent Greeks - both legendary and
historical - who made the journey to
Egypt in the quest of learning (Diod. I.
98. 1-4). In many cases, the accounts are
either fictitious or exaggerated, but during
the century prior to Alexander's
campaign, there is concrete evidence of
Greek individuals visiting Egypt in
particular, to acquire knowledge; this is
reflected in the surviving writings of, for
example, Herodotus, Plato (esp. Phaedo ^ ^ 0 ^ ^ ^ ^
and Timaeus), Theophrastus (Athen.2. 42b) and Eudoxus of Cnidus (D.
L. 8. 86-90).

It may be relevant, at this point to cite the example; of Eudoxus, whose
subsequent influence seems to have had bearings on the beginnings of
the Library in Alexandria. .

Diogenes Laertius, in introducing this outstanding astronomer and
mathematician, enumerates among his sources, the Pinakes of
Callimachus and also a work of Eratosthenes addressed to Baton, both
writers known to be extremely well informed on Greek science and
scientists, especially when related to Egypt.



Eudoxus, we are told, came to Egypt (c. 350 BC.) with letters of
introduction from Agesilaus to Nectanebo II, who in turn introduced
him to the priests with whom he spent 16 months studying astronomy.
He was entrusted to the special care of Chonouphis, a priest from
Heliopolis, the highly reputed centre of learning in Egypt at that time.

While in Egypt, Eudoxus composed a book on astronomy entitled The
Eight Year Cycle (Oktaeteris) and, according to Eratosthenes, the work
called Dialogue of Dogs may have been a translation by Eudoxus from
the Egyptian. This biographical data, with its implied Egyptian
influence, has more than once been subjected to disparaging criticism.1

Photo: Part of a column from a payrus roll containing Aeschines' "Against
Ctesiphon"
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